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High Tech Hot Potato with Science Journal
This activity focuses on creative problem-solving as well as data visualization. Players will work together to
redesign the way they play the classic party game, Hot Potato. The phone will be tucked inside a foam ball,
and you must decide how to change the experiment so the accelerometers will detect as little motion as
possible. Each experiment will be short, with the goal of testing as many iterations as possible. This is a
collaborative problem-solving group activity that works best with 5 to 10 participants.
Activity Duration: 10-15 minutes, depending on the amount of variations of the game players
choose to test.
Age Recommendation: 7+
Tools and Materials:
• Smartphone with the Science Journal app
• Protective phone case (recommended)
• An 8.5” diameter foam ball
• Music player
• Box knife
• Hot glue gun
• Thick poster board or stiff plastic sheeting
• Adhesive velcro dots
• Pencil
• Tape for defining the test space (optional)
Warning: This activity involves tossing the smartphone inside a foam ball. Using a durable phone
case is highly recommended to protect the phone from potential damage.
Key STEM Skills:
• Defining constraints for an experiment.
• Team communication; connecting actions and reiterating as a team.
• Data literacy; connecting actions with their graphical representations.
• Defining and testing variables.
• Forming hypotheses; hypothesize what the graphical representations will be for particular
actions.
Next Generation Science Standards:
• 3-5-ETS1-2 Engineering Design: Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a
problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.
• MS-ETS1-2 Engineering Design: Evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic
process to determine how well they meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.
• MS-ETS1-3 Engineering Design: Analyze data from tests to determine similarities and
differences among several design solutions to identify the best characteristics of each that
can be combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria for success.
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Classic vs. High Tech Hot Potato:
In the classic version of the game, players toss a ball to other players in a circle while music plays.
When the music stops, either randomly or at an appointed time, the player holding the ball is “out.”
The game continues until there is only one person left, declared the winner.
High Tech Hot Potato focuses on working together as scientists rather than competing. Although
players are still trying to not be the last person holding the ball, no one is “out.” After each round,
the players open the ball and look at the data. Then, they briefly discuss how they can change the
way they are physically playing the game to change the range of values on their graphs.
Preparing the Ball:
1. Use a box knife to slice the ball in half.

2. Trace the phone in the middle of one of the ball halves. Make sure the phone is in its
protective casing when tracing, or the indent will be too small.
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3.

4.

5.

Cut out an indent so the phone lays snugly inside.

Trace the foam ball twice on a second piece of poster board or plastic sheeting.
Cut out the two circle shapes.

Place the phone in the middle of just one of the circles, and trace its outline. Cut along the
lines you have traced. The other circle will be the top, so no phone cut out is necessary.
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6.

Hot glue the cut out shapes to the matching sides of the ball halves. Set aside to cool.

7.

Once the ball halves have cooled, trim the edges.

8.

Attach the velcro dots to the flat side of the ball halves on the traced shapes.
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9.

You should now be able to place the phone inside the ball and connect the ball halves
so it is protected.

Experiment:
• Open the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis accelerometers on the Science Journal app. Secure phone
in the foam ball half that holds the phone, but leave off the other half.
• Instruct players to stand in a circle.
• Review how to play Hot Potato, if necessary.
• Test #1
o Introduce the Science Journal app and accelerometer sensors. Demonstrate how the
graph changes as the ball moves in different directions.
o Instruct players to play a round of Hot Potato, but with the goal of moving the
accelerometer as little as possible. Inform them that this is an experiment, so no one
will be “out” in this version of the game, but that they should still try to not be the last
one holding the ball when the music stops.
o Start recording by pressing the red circle in the app, close the ball and start the game
by turning on the music.
o Throw the ball around with the group. Music segments 25-45 seconds long
work well.
o Stop the music, and stop the recording in the app by pressing the black square.
o Gather the group and analyze the results:
§ On which axes did the accelerometers detect increased motion?
§ When were there peaks in the graphs? What could have caused those peaks?
§ How can they adjust the way they play the game to lower the range in
numbers?
o As a group, players must decide how they will change the way they play the game,
building teamwork and communication skills. Then, they will make a hypothesis, or
educated guess, about what the results will be on the graph.
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Test #2
o Players try the adjusted version of the game. Vary when you stop the music, so that
the players cannot predict when the game will end.
o Group analyzes results for the second test.
§ Is your data different than your first test? Did you have less motion on either
axes?
§ Are some accelerometers still detecting a high range of motion? Are there
any peaks on the graphs from your second test that are higher than your
first?
Players continue to adjust and re-test for as many iterations as they wish. Before concluding,
ask the group which testing method(s) worked the best and why.
Exploratory questions:
o Are there ways of moving the ball person-to-person other than tossing?
o Does changing the distance between each other change the graph results?
o Does tossing the ball high vs. low make a difference on the graph? Overhand vs.
underhand?

Investigate Further:
• What would happen if two or more balls with smart phones were introduced to the game?
Do you think the phones would record different data during the same test?
• Use the Science Journal app to take notes on each test. Compare which test they think gave
the best results to what their notes say.

